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……

What am 
I doing 
now? 

You walk 
around in 
a kitchen. 

You open 
the stove.

…

You hold the 
container with 
your left hand.

…

You cut the
vegetable with 

the knife.(skip, response  
no change)

(skip, response 
no change)

Help me to 
cook 

noodles.

Example 1: 
Real-time Narration

Example 2: 
Online Chat

Sure! A general 
procedure is 1. clean 
hands, 2. takes out 
ingredients, 3. boil 

water… 

What have 
I done?

You have done 1. clean 
hands, 2. takes out 
ingredients, 3. boil 

water, … 

You ready to 
boil the water. 
Then you can 
start to chop…

Streaming Video
Time = 5s

…

Time = 5.5s Time = 17.5s Time = 22.0s Time = 80.0s Time = 80.5s

Streaming Dialogue

…

…

…

…(skip, response  
no change)

(skip, response  
no change)

Figure 1. Zero-shot examples of our VideoLLM-online applied to an egocentric video stream from Ego-Exo4D dataset [27]. Our model
is designed for temporally aligned, long-context, real-time dialogue in continuous video streams, shedding light on the future always-on,
contextual AI assistants (e.g., smart AR glasses). Model responses are appropriately simplified for better visualization.

Abstract

Recent Large Language Models (LLMs) have been en-
hanced with vision capabilities, enabling them to compre-
hend images, videos, and interleaved vision-language con-
tent. However, the learning methods of these large multi-
modal models (LMMs) typically treat videos as predeter-
mined clips, rendering them less effective and efficient at
handling streaming video inputs. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel Learning-In-Video-Stream (LIVE) framework,
which enables temporally aligned, long-context, and real-
time dialogue within a continuous video stream. Our LIVE
framework comprises comprehensive approaches to achieve
video streaming dialogue, encompassing: (1) a training ob-
jective designed to perform language modeling for contin-
uous streaming inputs, (2) a data generation scheme that
converts offline temporal annotations into a streaming di-
alogue format, and (3) an optimized inference pipeline to
speed up interactive chat in real-world video streams. With
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our LIVE framework, we develop a simplified model called
VideoLLM-online and demonstrate its significant advan-
tages in processing streaming videos. For instance, our
VideoLLM-online-7B model can operate at over 10 FPS
on an A100 GPU for a 5-minute video clip from Ego4D
narration. Moreover, VideoLLM-online also showcases
state-of-the-art performance on public offline video bench-
marks, such as recognition, captioning, and forecasting.
The code, model, data, and demo have been made available
at showlab.github.io/videollm-online.

1. Introduction

Building the future of always-on contextual AI agent that
can promptly answer any human question, digitizing inputs
as episodic memories and forecasting future plans given any
query in online continuous setting represents a “holy grail”
mission in AI research. Powered by advancements in large
language models (LLMs) [8, 34, 60, 61, 63, 72], recent large
multimodal models (LMMs) have unveiled impressive ca-
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pabilities such as vision-language dialogue [6, 13, 40, 41,
48, 49, 93], spatial understanding [6, 37, 51, 64, 83, 87],
processing diverse modalities [19, 28, 55, 77, 85]. Seminal
exemplars, like OpenAI’s GPT-4V [62], are progressively
evolving into highly versatile human AI assistants.

It is time to envision an always-on, contextual,
J.A.R.V.I.S-like multimodal assistant that supports free-
form user-assistant dialogue within the video stream, which
we term “video streaming dialogue”. Unlike existing
LMMs for video understanding (i.e., VideoLLMs) [42, 43,
52, 56, 69, 81, 86] that work offline with manually selected
short-video clips, an online assistant should continuously
receive video frames with visual content that is constantly
refreshed. This paradigm shift presents new challenges.
First, the user query may come with temporally aligned re-
quirements (e.g., “alert me when it’s time to flip the steak”),
thus the VideoLLM should scan every incoming frame to
avoid event missing, instead of only yielding video-level
responses. Second, to answer questions regarding summa-
rization and planning, the VideoLLM must retain the long-
context historical vision and language, which poses huge
risk of exceeding maximum context window of LLMs, as
well as introduces considerable burden to causal decoding
speed and GPU memory. Third, the VideoLLM should gen-
erate the answer in real-time, keeping pace with the video
stream for always-on scenario. These abilities, however, are
even partially overlooked by the most advanced AI assis-
tants [3, 62].

One possible path towards such an online VideoLLM,
inspired by current interleaved vision-language models [3,
6, 40, 62, 82], is to employ a multi-turn dialogue format to
achieve per-frame chatting within a video stream. This can
be accomplished by facilitating very frequent user interac-
tions, utilizing the visual frame as query at each timestamp
to obtain the answer. We follow this to perform prompt
engineering for GPT-4V [44, 62], but the results are dis-
appointing: GPT-4V tends to output lengthy content at ev-
ery frame, leading to significant delays, making it imprac-
tical for real-time streaming video. We also explore train-
ing baseline models for per-frame chatting. Unfortunately,
this approach evidently diminishes the language modeling
capability, likely due to harmful language modeling on an
excessive number of redundant frames.

We propose Learning-In-Video-strEam (LIVE), a com-
prehensive framework that encompasses learning, data, and
inference methods to develop an online video assistant.
Unlike per-frame dialogue approach, LIVE introduces a
novel training objective termed Streaming EOS (End-Of-
Sequence) prediction that enables the model to learn when
to response or remain silent in a video stream. This ob-
jective differs from next-token prediction since EOS tokens
here will not appear in the input/output sequence. How-
ever, it can work well with the autoregressive loss to train

an online VideoLLM. This design reduces unnecessary con-
text, helping the model to manage much longer streaming
videos. Nevertheless, the training still requires data from
user queries and assistant responses within video streams,
which is scarce in popular video datasets usually used for
training offline video models. To address this issue, LIVE
presents a streaming dialogue generation scheme that con-
verts offline annotations into online dialogues to support
free-form chatting. To enhance inference efficiency, LIVE
leverages continuous key-value caching for streaming as-
sistance, and parallelizes the fast visual encoding and slow
language decoding to prevent bottlenecks, thus moving to-
wards real-time application.

With LIVE framework, we build a simple VideoLLM-
online model upon CLIP [65] vision encoder and Llama-
2 [73] language model. To evaluate the performance of
video streaming dialogue, we utilize the language per-
plexity metric and design two new metrics to comprehen-
sively assess the model’s capabilities in language model-
ing, temporal responsiveness, and overall fluency. Exper-
iments with real-time Ego4D narration [26] demonstrate
that our method shows advantages in all that metrics, with
higher speed and lower memory cost. Furthermore, our
model achieves state-of-the-art results on numerous of-
fline benchmarks, such as short- and long-term activity
recognition and forecasting on the COIN and Ego4D LTA
benchmarks [26, 71]. In addition, our model has good
speed/memory efficiency, which allows continuous video
narration on Ego4D video clips with memory cost less than
20 GB and average speed higher than 10 FPS on a single
A100 GPU, paving the way for future real-world usage.

2. Related Work
Visual Dialogue. Before transformers [74] become main-
stream in vision, visual dialogue methods [1, 16] tend to
employ a visually enhanced encoder, with a discriminative
head to select candidate answers or a recurrent architecture
to generate multi-turn responses. For the encoder, a vari-
ety of attention mechanism-based approaches [22, 59, 66]
have been proposed to learn the interactions between the
image, the answers, and the dialogue history. There have
also been explorations of encoder-only BERT [18] models
for visual dialogue [57, 76]. However, most of them rely
solely on a single image/video at the beginning of the con-
versation, followed by multi-turn pure language dialogue,
which makes them less flexible than the current interleaved
vision-language dialogue systems.
Large Multimodal Models. The advent of large language
models (LLMs) [8, 60, 63] has inspired a series of LLM
multimodal variants, i.e. large multimodal models (LMMs).
Early LMMs [2, 13, 41, 49, 93] achieve image dialogue
by projecting the image encoding (e.g., from CLIP [65])
to align with LLM embedding space. Then, lots of ef-
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forts [3, 6, 40, 62, 82] explore more free-form interleaved
vision-text chatting, spatial understanding [6, 11, 12, 37, 51,
83, 87], video comprehension [42, 43, 52, 56, 69, 81, 86],
etc. However, when it comes to online scenario, there is
less exploration on how LLMs can fulfill the temporal align-
ment, long-context, and real-time requirements for stream-
ing video inputs. Our research bridges this gap, offering
comprehensive solutions across model training, data, and
inference to study the problem.
Online Video Understanding. Typical video understand-
ing benchmarks, such as action recognition [9], temporal
action localization [29], video question answering [38], and
video dialogue [1], typically allow models to access entire
video frames to make predictions, a setting referred to as
”offline”. However, such setting does not align well with
many real-time demands (e.g., autonomous driving, AR
glasses). Instead, there is a growing focus on “online” video
understanding problems like online action detection [24]
and anticipation [35], which aim to identify the current/-
future action at each timestamp without seeing the future.
Our study pioneers LMMs for online video understanding.
Unlike previous online action detection [75, 89] or anticipa-
tion models [25, 88], which primarily address one task with
a highly customized model, we aim to propose a general so-
lution to achieve free-form dialogue along the online video
stream, enabling a model to flexibly handle diverse tasks.
Efficient Token Decoding. Efficient token decoding for
LLMs and LMMs is essential for applying them to real-time
online services. To accelerate that, a diversity of strate-
gies has been proposed, such as parallelism on batch di-
mension [67] or cached key-value sequence [15], computa-
tion/memory management optimization [23, 30, 36, 67, 84],
and even some lossy approaches [50, 78]. Our focused
streaming video scenario has less concerns in large batch
processing, but expects faster decoding to avoid excessive
frame skipping. We have considered this in training objec-
tives, and further propose some inference schemes to accel-
erate the decoding efficiency.

3. Method
In this section, we present Learning-In-Video-strEam
(LIVE) framework that enables LMMs to provide tem-
porally aligned response, handle long-context streaming
video, and run efficiently towards real-time usage. We will
start from the problem definition of “video streaming dia-
logue”, analyze its challenges, and introduce our approach
to solve the problem.

3.1. Video Streaming Dialogue

Problem Formulation. Though huge successes have been
witnessed in large multimodal models (LMMs), the assis-
tance scenario like a smart AR glass helping the user with
cooking, is still far from the capabilities of current LMMs,

even for the most advanced version, GPT-4V [62]. For
example, despite carefully prompting GPT-4V similarly to
MMVid [44]—to perform per-frame dialogue for handling
streaming video inputs—the redundancy in responses be-
tween frames, a limited context window of 10∼50 frames,
and slow speed, collectively render the current GPT-4V un-
suitable for online video understanding, as our prompting
analysis demonstrates (see supplementary material).

To bridge the gap, we define a problem termed “video
streaming dialogue”. Given the context sequence before
time t = t1, denoted as [Ctxt<t1], which may encom-
pass previous vision-language content (e.g., historical user
queries, video frames, assistant responses), and an ongo-
ing continuous video stream from t1 to t2, denoted as
[Framet1≤t≤t2], our goal is (1) to determine whether the
current time t2 is suitable for language modeling; (2) to
carry out language modeling

maxP ([Txtt2
i+1]|[Ctx

<t1],[Ft1≤t≤t2],[Txtt2
≤i])

(1)
if t2 is determined, where [Txtt

i] denotes the ideal lan-
guage token in the i-th position at timestamp t. [F] is the
abbreviation of [Frame].

In the following, we analyze if existing techniques have
been enough to solve the problem.
Interleaved/Per-frame Dialogue are Suboptimal. First,
we investigate whether the popular approach of interleaved
vision-language chatting can address this problem. Related
to our formulation above, such a method learns language
modeling after given frames between timestamps t1 and t2.
However, if this approach is adopted during inference, it
necessitates the manual selection of timestamps t1 and t2,
which does not align with the concept of video streaming
dialogue. Current VideoLLMs [42, 43, 52, 56, 69, 81, 86]
represent a simplified version of this approach, engaging
in single- or multi-turn pure language dialogue following
video clip inputs.

If we consider a more free-form format, multi-turn inter-
leaved vision-language chatting [3, 6, 40, 62, 82], we can
get a per-frame chatting solution that might be hopeful to
solve video streaming dialogue, which performs per-frame
language modeling

maxP ([Txtt
i+1]|[Ctx<t1],[Framet],[Txtt

≤i])
(2)

for every frame from timestamp t1 ≤ t ≤ t2. Since
t2 is necessary to output answer, so we can simply learn
short text (e.g., “this is not the time to answer”) between
t1 ≤ t < t2. However, this approach imposes a significant
burden on processing speed. For every frame, performing
the slow, recurrent, and lengthy next-token prediction with
a billion-scale language model makes it extremely hard to
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achieve real-time video streaming dialogue. Then, this will
lead to unavoidable frame skipping, which is unexpected
and detrimental for temporal alignment. Furthermore, it
taxes the limited context window of the language model,
presenting challenges for modeling long contexts and man-
aging GPU memory efficiently.
Streaming EOS Prediction. To solve the problem men-
tioned above, we first consider a more efficient per-frame
chatting method: simply assigning the End-of-Sequence
(EOS) token as the content for chatting between t1 ≤ t <
t2. However, this approach remains suboptimal. The dia-
logue prompt template (e.g., [INST], [/INST], space to-
kens in Llama [72, 73]) still consumes a considerable num-
ber of tokens per frame, which is less favorable due to the
numerous frames in streaming video. Furthermore, the ex-
cessive number of EOS tokens in the sequence can signifi-
cantly increase the language model’s perplexity, as we have
observed in our experiments.

Instead, we propose a novel training objective named
“streaming EOS prediction” to address this issue. We still
assume t2 is essential for decoding language; thus, we nor-
mally learn language modeling here:

maxP ([Txtt2
i+1]|[Ctx

<t2],[Framet2],[Txtt2
≤i]).

(3)
However, for timestamps t1 ≤ t < t2, which are redun-
dant for producing answers, we directly learn the model to
predict EOS token on the frame tokens, i.e.

maxP (EOS|[Ctx<t],[Framet]),where t1 ≤ t < t2.
(4)

In this way, we “skip” a dialogue turn and learn to determine
when it is appropriate to decode language for streaming in-
puts. During inference, if EOS is predicted on a frame, then
we can directly ask the next frame to input. Meanwhile, the
EOS token is not appended to the context to prevent it from
affecting the language modeling. Therefore, this task is not
about next-token prediction; however, it can work with au-
toregressive loss to train a video streaming dialogue model.
In the following, we first introduce how can we get the data
of streaming video and timestamped language annotations,
then present the details about the model and the training
procedure.

We also note that the EOS token mentioned here is not
limited to the real EOS token used in language models (e.g.,
</s> in Llama). It is permissible to use any token or to
introduce a new token, provided that it is specified in the
system prompt. We use this term solely for simplicity.

3.2. Data

Online Annotations to Video Streaming Dialogue. Some
video datasets, such as Ego4D narrations [26], are inher-

Label

Query Templates

Video Streaming Dialogue

User: Random templated question Q1 
Assistant: LLM Response to Q1 at time t1~t2

……

About Past
1. What have I done?
2. What just happened?
3. Summarize my activities 

related to {goal}.
… 

About Now
1. What do you see now?
2. Describe my action now.
3. Current happened things.

…

About Next
1. To achieve {goal}, what are the next actions?
2. Help me with {goal}.
3. Can you instruct me what should be done in the next?

…

Temporally
Random 
Insert

Assistant: LLM Response to Q1 at time t2~t3

Assistant: LLM Response to Q1 at time t3~t4

Assistant: LLM Response to Q2 at time t4~…

User: Random templated question Q2

L
L
M

t1

t2

t3

t4

Video Annotation Timeline

Figure 2. The streaming dialogue data generation method in
our LIVE framework. We randomly insert templated questions
into the video timeline and “expose” the ground-truth video anno-
tations (along with their timestamps) to LLMs, prompting them to
answer the queries within a period of time.

ently collected in a streaming manner, with annotators pro-
viding real-time narrations as they watch a 5-minute long
video clip. However, prior research [45, 90] has predom-
inantly focused on learning from short, discrete clips (e.g.
only 32 frames), rather than in a continuous streaming con-
text. For this dataset, we followed the same instructions
provided to human annotators [26] as our model training
prompt. This prompt instructs the model to simulate human
annotators to streamingly generate narrations in a 5-minute
video (about 600 frames in 2 FPS). For demo purposes (not
for experiments), we also utilize Llama-2-13B-Chat [73] to
rephrase the narration text, correcting grammatical errors
and typos, and converting it into a more understandable ver-
sion (e.g., changing “C does...” to “You do...”).
Offline Annotations to Video Streaming Dialogue. De-
spite the Ego4D narration data being collected in a stream-
ing manner, most prevalent video datasets [14, 26, 54, 71]
are used to train offline models and only feature temporal
segment annotations paired with basic language descrip-
tions (e.g., activities, narrations). To bridge this gap, we
propose a method for synthesizing dialogue data from these
sources. As shown in Figure 2, our key idea is use LLM
to generate user-assistant dialogues based on video annota-
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tions, involving the following steps:

• First, we prepare a question template library containing
various queries about the past, present, and future tenses
of the video, totaling N queries. We randomly sample
one question from the library, denoted as Qi.

• Then, we obtain the video annotation timeline from the
offline dataset. This usually includes timestamped lan-
guage descriptions, which we organize into a language
prompt, e.g., “time ta ∼ tb: boiling the water; time
tc ∼ td: cutting the vegetables.”, denoted as A. We con-
sider all the state change critical timestamps as the ideal
response times. For this example, ta, tb, tc, and td are all
considered response times.

• Third, we prompt the large language model to generate
responses at every critical timestamp, e.g., ta, tb, tc, td,
according to Qi and A. We can repeat this procedure for
each Qi until all queries have been processed. The re-
sponses are saved for loading during training.

• Finally, during training, we (1) randomly sample a query
and load its responses at critical timestamps, (2) randomly
insert a query into a video timestamp tr, (3) discard the
responses that occur before tr, and add a response at
tr. Here different queries can be inserted into one video,
which only requires discarding the responses of the pre-
vious query after the new query insertion timestamp.

In this way, we can generate temporally varied and free-
form dialogue data within a video stream. We have prepared
50 questions each for past, current, and future events, total-
ing N = 150 queries. We use Llama-2-13B-Chat to gen-
erate the responses and insert a maximum of 3 queries per
training sample. The offline datasets we used are COIN [71]
and Ego4D GoalStep [70] (for demo usage), which be-
long to the categories of egocentric and instructional video
datasets, aligning with our aim to develop online video as-
sistants. Here, we do not consider online action detection
benchmarks (e.g., THUMOS14 [33], TVSeries [24]) be-
cause they are closed-set online classification benchmarks,
and their labels are too brief, which may cause language
models to generate hallucinatory responses. Please refer to
the supplementary material for the generated dialogue ex-
ample.

3.3. Model Training

Model Architecture. We illustrate the model architecture
in Figure 3. Similar to LLaVA [48, 49], it comprises three
key components: an image encoder, an MLP projector, and
a language model. For the image encoder, we utilize the
CLIP ViT-L [20, 65] encoder (pretrained on DataComp-
1B [21]) to extract video frame embeddings at 2 FPS. Each
video frame embedding has a shape of (1 + hp × wp) × c,
where (1 + hp × wp) denotes the CLS token and average

pooled spatial tokens.2 The extracted frame embeddings
from the image encoder are then fed into MLP projector to
frame tokens, as in LLaVA-1.5 [48]. Then frame tokens
are interleaved with language tokens as input to an LLM,
Llama-2-7B-Chat [73]. Finally, we incorporate LoRA [31]
in every linear layer of the LLM for efficient tuning.
Training Loss. As described in Section 3.1, our learn-
ing objective is twofold. The first part focuses on auto-
regressive language modeling, aiming to maximize the joint
probability of input text sequences. The second training ob-
jective involves streaming EOS prediction, which requires
the model to remain silent when it is unnecessary to out-
put responses. With these two training objectives, we have
language modeling (LM) loss and streaming loss terms to
minimize, both employing cross-entropy loss:

L =
1

N

N∑
j=1

(− log lj+1P
[Txtj+1]
j︸ ︷︷ ︸

LMLoss

−w log fjP
[EOS]
j︸ ︷︷ ︸

StreamingLoss

), (5)

where lj and fj denote condition indicators. lj is 1 if the j-
th token is a language response token, and 0 otherwise. fj
is 1 if (1) the j-th token is the last token of a frame3, and (2)
lj+1 = 0. In essence, the streaming EOS loss is applied to
frames before responding. P [Txtj+1]

j denotes the probabil-
ity on j + 1-th text token, output from the language model
head of the j-th token, and P [EOS]

j represents that probabil-
ity for the EOS token. w is a balance term, set to w = 1 by
default. As shown in Figuer 3, we visualize the ranges of
language loss and streaming loss in an input sequence when
we only use 1 token for each frame.

3.4. Inference

Probability Correction. The prevalence of EOS token will
bias the model towards EOS token prediction. To address
this, we introduce a threshold θ to correct the output prob-
ability on frame tokens: EOS will not be considered as the
next token if P [EOS]

j < θ. In practical usage, we find that
setting θ to 0.5 yields much better results than no threshold
here.
Continuous Key-Value Cache. As shown in Figure 4, Dur-
ing inference, the video is input as a frame-by-frame stream,
with a default FPS 2. Our model takes the current frame as
input and generates tokens on-the-fly. In the whole process,
we use the key-value cache trick to accelerate token decod-
ing, thus we do not need to manually append the generated
2The experiments described in this paper are conducted without extra spa-
tial tokens (i.e., hp = wp = 0), which is the most efficient setup and
can handle half-hour videos within a 4096 context window. Our released
models for demo usage include 1+ hp ×wp = 1+ 3× 3 = 10 tokens,
offering better detail in dialogue but supporting shorter maximum video
lengths. Despite more tokens used per frame, all models can still run at
over 10 FPS for 5-minute Ego4D narration streams.

3When a frame has multiple patch tokens, loss is only on the last one.
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MLP Projector
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Figure 3. The training method in our LIVE framework. We organize the user-assistant dialogue data and video frames in temporal
order as the input sequence. To learn the model when to answer or keep silent in a video stream, we employ not only the standard language
modeling (LM) loss but also introduce a streaming EOS prediction loss. This additional loss supervises the model when it is necessary to
generate language, enabling it to produce temporally aligned responses and reduces the redundant dialogue history.

EOS

FrameQuery

User: 
When x 
appears, 
tell me

LIVE
Key-Value
Cache

EOS

Frame FrameFrame

AI: appeared EOS

Frame Frame

AI: disappeared

…

…

…

…

Delayed
frames

Figure 4. Inference pipeline in our LIVE framework. Dur-
ing inference, video frames serve as streaming inputs. Our model
maintains a continuous key-value cache as the input progresses to
speed up the inference. Furthermore, we parallelize the fast video
frame encoder and the slower language model to avoid the bottle-
neck in the latter. Video frame tokens can be always encoded and
buffered, no need to wait the language decoding.

tokens for the next frame. As our training encourages the
model to keep silence, this continuous inference would be
efficient, providing the possibility to pace with the video
stream speed.
Parallelization of encoding and decoding. Our video
frame encoder utilizes CLIP ViT-L (307M), which is sig-
nificantly smaller than the 7B LLM. This size discrepancy
leads to a speed mismatch, potentially resulting in frame

skipping when the LLM decodes long sentences. To mit-
igate this issue, we parallelize the processes and establish
a buffer for video frame tokens. Once the language model
completes its decoding, it fetches all frame tokens from the
buffer and inputs them in batch.

4. Experiments

4.1. Implementation Details

We implement VideoLLM-online-7B with our LIVE frame-
work. It uses OpenCLIP-ViT-L [21, 65] as the video frame
encoder, 2-layer MLP as multimodal connector, and Llama-
2-7B-Chat [73] as the language model. We only use 1 to-
ken for each video frame, sampled by 2 FPS in the follow-
ing experiments. We add LoRA [31] to all linear layers of
Llama-2, with a rank of 128, scaling factor of 256. For
video streaming dialogue experiments, we train 2 epochs
for the model. For the downstreaming offline experiments,
we train 5 epochs without pre-training for fair comparison
with previous methods. By default, we set streaming loss
weight w = 1.0 during training.
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Method Training Objective Ego4D Narration Stream on Validation Set #Training Token↓ Training CostLM-PPL↓ TimeDiff↓ Fluency↑

No Training 498.5 6.50 0.1% n/a n/a

Interleaved Dialogue Language Modeling 2.45 6.47 11.1% 1694 12h

Per-frame Dialogue for Streaming Language Modeling (w/ EOS turns) 3.34 2.52 37.7 % 6737 22h

Streaming Dialogue (Ours) Language Modeling + Streaming EOS 2.43 2.32 42.6% 1694 12h

(a) Learning method for streaming dialogue. Training with streaming dialogue method can achieve much better TimeDiff and Fluency, as well as
maintain the language modeling quality. Meanwhile, the streaming dialogue can enjoy much more efficient training than per-frame dialogue for video
streaming dialogue.

Streaming Loss Ego4D Narration Stream Validation
LM-PPL↓ TimeDiff↓ Fluency↑

Standard CE 2.43 2.32 42.6%
OHEM [68] 2.53 2.39 41.0%
Focal Loss [46] 2.59 2.44 39.4%

(b) Streaming loss function. Standard CE (cross-entropy) is
enough for training streaming dialogue; there is no need to
specifically to address the class imbalance on EOS token.

Weight τ Ego4D Narration Stream Validation
LM-PPL↓ TimeDiff↓ Fluency↑

τ = 0.5 2.44 2.32 42.4%
τ = 1.0 2.43 2.32 42.6%
τ = 2.0 2.46 2.31 42.5%
τ = 3.0 2.47 2.32 42.5%

(c) Streaming loss weight. Using slightly higher stream-
ing loss weight (τ = 2.0) achieves the best trade-off
among various metrics.

Method Mem↓ FPS↑

Interleaved 34.4G 1.5

Per-frame
Streaming 24.9G 7.5

Streaming 18.2G 13.5

(d) Generation memory/speed.
Streaming dialogue method has
much better efficiency.

Table 1. Ablation experiments on Ego4D Narration Stream. We train VideoLLM-online on Ego4D [26] narration stream training set
and evaluate on its validation set. The comparison is based on our designed metrics: the ratio of strictly correct prediction tokens (Fluency),
language modeling perplexity (LM-PPL) and time difference (TimeDiff ) metrics. #Training Token denotes the average token length during
training. TimeDiff refers to difference in second. Default settings are highlighted.

Method
Not use

HowTo100M
COIN Benchmark Top-1 Accuracy↑

Step Task Next Proc. Proc.+

ClipBERT [39] ✓ 30.8 65.4 - - -
TimeSformer [7] ✗ 46.5 85.3 34.0 17.0 40.1
Paprika [92] ✗ 51.0 85.8 43.2 - -
DistantSup [47] ✗ 54.1 90.0 39.4 - 41.3
VideoTF [58] ✗ 56.5 91.0 42.4 40.2 46.4
ProcedureVRL [91] ✗ 56.9 90.8 46.8 - -
VideoTaskGraph [5] ✗ 57.2 90.5 40.2 - -
VideoLLM-online ✓ 59.8 92.1 48.1 47.9 52.9

(a) Results on COIN benchmarks (left to right): step recognition, task recognition,
next forecasting, procedure forecasting, procedure forecasting with a goal.

Method
Not use
EgoVLP

End-to
-end?

Ego4D LTA ED@Z=20↓
Verb Noun Action

CLIP [17] ✓ ✓ 0.739 0.769 0.941
EgoT2 [79] ✓ ✓ 0.722 0.764 0.935
I-CVAE [53] ✓ ✓ 0.753 0.749 0.931
HierVL [4] ✓ ✓ 0.724 0.735 0.928
VideoLLM [10] ✗ ✓ 0.721 0.725 0.921
VideoLLM-online ✓ ✓ 0.697 0.698 0.897

Palm [32] ✗ ✗ 0.696 0.651 0.886
AntGPT [88] ✗ ✗ 0.650 0.650 0.877

(b) Results on Ego4D LTA benchmark, evaluated on public server.
ED@Z=20 denotes editing distance for future 20 actions.

Table 2. Experiments on COIN [71] and Ego4D [26] benchmarks. VideoLLM-online is finetuned on their training set, and strictly evaluated
on the test set by generated string comparison with the ground-truth text. It achieves best results among end-to-end models.

4.2. Evaluation Setting

Datasets. We use (1) assistance-related, instructional video
dataset COIN [71] and (2) continuous, egocentric video
dataset Ego4D [26] in various settings:

• Ego4D Narration Stream: We also leverage the dense
Ego4D timestamp-narration to create a streaming set. The
goal is to generate narrations timely like Ego4D human
annotators [26]. We follow the division of the training,
validation, and test set in EgoVLP [45].

• COIN+Ego4D Stream: To further evaluate the poten-
tial of model’s performance to free-form dialogue, we
construct a simple COIN+Ego4D Stream set, constructed
from COIN annotations using our data generation meth-
ods, and the above Ego4D Narration Stream. The model
should remind the user when an action starts, summa-
rizes the action when it ends, as well as forecasts the next
action. We use the same training/testing splits as COIN

benchmarks. See supplementary material for the results.
• COIN Benchmarks: Following on previous studies [47,

58, 80, 91], we evaluate our model on six common bench-
marks of the COIN dataset: step recognition, step fore-
casting, task summarization, procedure forecasting, pro-
cedure forecasting with a goal.

• Ego4D long-term action anticipation (LTA) bench-
mark: This benchmark requires to predict next Z = 20
actions (verbs and nouns) for the given video of previous
8 steps. We use the standard Ego4d v2 splits as in previ-
ous studies [32, 88].

Evaluation metrics. We use the following metrics to eval-
uate the model as an online video assistant:

• Language modeling perplexity (LM-PPL). This indi-
cates the language modeling capability at a given times-
tamp. A lower LM-PPL is better for correct answering.

• Time Difference (TimeDiff). To evaluate the temporal
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alignment capability of an online assistant, we calculate
the discrepancy between the timestamp of its response
and the expected timestamp for each response. We av-
erage TimeDiff each turn as the metric.

• Fluency. Individual LM-PPL or TimeDiff do not entirely
evaluate both language and temporal effectiveness in a
streaming dialogue. We introduce the Fluency metric,
which evaluates the proportion of consecutive successful
token prediction within a dialogue turn. As the token also
including language tokens, Fluency can comprehensively
reflect the aspects of LM-PPL and TimeDiff.

Baselines. To our best knowledge, we are the first one to
tackle producing temporal aligned, free-form language an-
swer with streaming video settings. To better understand
the challenges, we build baseline models for video-text in-
terleaved dialogue, per-frame dialogue, as we described in
Section 3.1, with the same model architecture and training
details to VideoLLM-online, differing only in their training
objective and multi-turn formulation.

4.3. Ablation Study

Learning Method. Table 1a shows the ablation studies
on learning methods in a streaming setting. Both vision-
language interleaved and streaming methods exhibit low
perplexity loss, indicating that our proposed objective does
not hurt language modeling capability. However, learning
with per-frame for streaming will produce significant higher
LM-PPL than others, which might be attributed to the too
more single EOS token in answering that affects the origi-
nal language modeling.

When we turn to online metrics of TimeDiff and Fluency,
streaming dialogue method yields much better results than
others. In our observation, the first interleaved dialogue
method always outputs language after every frame, and the
second mutli-turn for streaming dialogue approach tends to
answer EOS token after every frame, which decreases their
performance for streaming video inputs. Furthermore, per-
frame for streaming dialogue method will significanly slow
down the training speed due to its lengthy prompts, while
our method has no negative impact on the efficiency.
Streaming Loss. We continue to investigate the most suit-
able strategy to learn the streaming objective. As shown
in Table 1b and Table 1c, we find a default setting works
surprisingly well (CE loss, τ = 1.0), which demonstrates
there is no need to apply more advanced loss (e.g. Focal
Loss [46]) to address the imbalance on EOS token.
Inference Efficiency. In Table 1d, we test the infer-
ence efficiency on Ego4D narration stream validation set (5
minute), and report the memory cost and average FPS on a
single A100 GPU. The first interleaved dialogue method,
which will output language after every video frame, has
huge memory cost and slow generation speed. The sec-
ond one, per-frame dialogue for streaming that formulates

all in a multi-turn dialogue, show better efficiency than the
first one since it can cost less tokens in redundant frames.
However, this approach still lags significantly behind our
streaming dialogue approach, which does not cost extra to-
kens in redundant frames thus maintain smaller key-value
cache. We observe for most Ego4D videos, our model can
run larger than 10 FPS, providing possibility for AI assis-
tants working in real-time video stream.

4.4. Results

Offline language modeling. We show our model can per-
form well on traditional temporal summarization and fore-
casting problems. As shown in Table 2(a), our model
achieves state-of-the-art performances in step/task summa-
rization and next step/procedure forecasting benchmarks
of COIN dataset [71]. Furthermore, we also obtain the
best performance among end-to-end models evaluated on
Ego4D LTA. We observe the results of Palm [32] and
AntGPT [88] are better than us, but they used egocentric
pre-trained visual feature [45], and integrates lots of com-
plex cascading methods to improve the forecasting results.
Our VideoLLM-online, however, directly outputs language
as the results, which performs better than the similar end-
to-end VideoLLM [10].
Visualization. See Figure 1, we visualize two representa-
tive examples, real-time narration and online dialogue. The
most distinctive characteristics of our approach are: (1) the
dialogue process goes along with the streaming video in-
put, rather than chatting based on the full video. (2) The re-
sponse will be “muted” when it is unnecessary, significantly
improving the overall speed of video streaming dialogue.

5. Conclusion
We propose Learning-In-Video-strEam (LIVE), a novel
framework empowering LLMs to handle streaming video,
to produce temporal aligned answers, hold long-context
video duration, and have high inference efficiency. We use
LIVE to train a simple VideoLLM-online model, which not
only achieves superior capability in online/offline vision-
language tasks, but also enable fast inference for an online
video streaming setting. We believe enabling such abili-
ties will be an important step to move towards always-on
online assistant. In future work, to make our VideoLLM-
online be more general and improve its spatial capability in
zero-shot prediction for downstream applications, we will
explore suitable pre-training data source, and develop mod-
els that can employ more spatial tokens but without many
trade-off on speed and memory cost.
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